Purpose

The goals of this assignment are the following:

• Get experience with a technical research paper review process, how to evaluate the technical contribution of a research paper, and how to summarize a technical article.

Research Paper


What your review report should include:

1. What is the specific problem author/s trying to address / solve?
2. Did they discuss and compare related work?
3. What is the claimed contribution of their work?
4. What is the importance / significance of the claimed contribution?
5. How did they approach the problem (i.e., proposed solution)?
6. Is the proposed solution convincing / technically sound?
7. Strength / weakness of the proposed solution
8. What could be done more to improve the technical aspect of the paper?
9. Overall presentation quality of the paper
10. Clarity, write-up style, readability, references used etc.
11. Your review report format: Margin 1.87 cm all sides, times new roman font (11 size), single line spaced, and must not exceed 1.5 pages in length.